
Borderline Pulling Series General Rules 2019 

-Be a professional  
-NO Beer or Alcohol in pits. Anyone consuming alcohol will not be allowed to pull. 
-Any competitor earning over $600.00 dollars in prize money will be issued a 1099 
-All drivers pull at their own risk. 
-Pullers must be 18 years of age or older. Minors must have parent or Guardian consent.  No 
one under age of 18 allowed to pull outside Farm stock class. No one younger than 12 years of 
age will be allowed to pull due to Insurance conflicts. 
-Anyone found arguing excessively, using foul or profane language directed to an individual or 
group, any unsportsmanlike conduct or failure to comply with rules will be banned from any 
Borderline Pulling Series Event for 1 year from the date. NO EXCEPTIONS! 
-Registration for the first 2 classes to pull will close at the end of drivers meeting. The following 
classes will close 15Minutes before start of the class No registration after class has been posted. 
-Drivers meeting will start 30 minutes prior to event start time. 
-Points will only be paid for registered members and class tractor is in. 
-Anyone pulling for point’s membership is $100.00 per year 
-Club membership is $30.00 per year 
-Must have tractor in specific class to vote on rules for that class. ONE vote per tractor! 
All members may vote on general rules. Board of directors have final say. 
-Two hooks per tractor allowed 
-All pulls with a speed limit will use speed board. 
- Tractors will weigh before pulling weight includes driver. 
-First puller does not have option to re pull unless sled is reset. 
-Class pulling order and drivers will be posted. 
-All pulls will be made from a drawbar 
-Tractor must be occupied while it’s running 
-All tractors must scale prior to hooking to sled once weighted you are staged no leaving staging  
-Operators must observe the flag person and clutch immediately on red flag or will be 
disqualified. 
-Operator must remain seated and drive in a safe manor. 
-Tractors must operate in a safe manner at all times No chain jerking or hot-rodding allowed. 
-All tractors must be in neutral or park when being hooked or unhooked from sled “HANDS UP” 
signal from the driver. 
-Tractors must remain within boundaries of track failure to do so results in disqualification. 
-Loss of any weigh or parts falling off the tractor will result in disqualification. 
-All pulls must start with chain tight  
 Contestants will have 2 attempts and 100 feet to start the sled 
 You may stop 1 time before 100 foot mark to change gears or adjust speed. 
 If you brake the speed limit you MUST stop before 100 foot mark to reset speed board. 
-Track officials have option to reposition any puller in a class and adjust class running order 
assed on class participation. Board members have absolute control they are there to take care 
of all disputes ON & OFF the track. They will enforce rules. 
-All tractors will be teched and may be teched at any time. Refusal will result in disqualification.   



 
 
 


